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Parents charged with financial aid fraud
O University parents
charged with fraud face
jail time.
By DARLA WARNOCK
The BG News
At least four parents of University students are being held
accountable on federal finanacial
aid fraud charges by the FBI.
In all, the charges were
brought against 22 Ohio parents
after federal prosecutors
charged a Columbus area man
for teaching students and their

Administration
parents how to lie on their financial aid application forms.
Conrad McRoberts, director of
student financial aid at the University said mistakes in financial
aid forms are commonplace, out
most of the time errors are made
in honesty, not fraudulence.
This may not have been the
case for those who were charged.
Parents attended seminars held
by Robert Stinner, detailing how
to get more money by way of
stretching the truth and making

up information, McRoberts said.
The University was contacted
by the FBI and instructed to turn
over the accounts of the responsible student. All financial aid
was cut for the students held in
question. Any further action will
be handled by the FBI.
"There are four or five that we
are aware of, but there could be
others," McRoberts said. "By
law, we're required to hand those
names over to the FBI."
Once prosecuted, violators
could face up to five years in jail
and a $250,000 fine.
There is a way of avoiding

scams such as the one Stinner
was running, McRoberts said.
The easiest way is to use common
sense - noting that if it sounds
too good to be true it probably is.
Clif Boutelle, public relations
director, said some of the parents
may not have been aware that
their actions were punishable by
law. He said the University was
not involved in the fraud in any
way.
Stinner's seminars showed
parents how to claim nonexistent
divorces or estrangements and
understate income in order to
make them eligible for more fed-

eral dollars.
McRoberts warns students and
parents to watch out for quick
ways of saving money. If there is
ever a question about filing
forms or getting information,
students can call the University
financial aid office for assistance.
He said the worst part of the
fraudulent financial aid forms is
that money is taken away from
students who earnestly need the
funds to complete their education.
• See FRAUD, page five.

Don't look down

Seminar
set to aid
students'
job hunts

1

Diversity

Q University students plan to attend
a workshop tailored
to meet the needs of
multicultural students seeking postgraduate employment.
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
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Tom Riffle, right, and Mike Perkins of Haven Erectors Inc. fasten the uppermost part of the track of
the "Mamba." The new roller coaster at Worlds of

Fun in Kansas City, Mo., is 205 feet tall, 5,600 feel
tall and goes up to 75 mph. Officials say it will be
one of the tallest, longest, fastest roller coasters in

the world.

Campus reacts negatively to human cloning issue
□ University students
are reluctant to support
human cloning.
By WENDY SUTO
The BG News
As a result of President Clinton's proposed legislation to prohibit human cloning and his issued ban on the use of federal
money last March, Americans
have been thinking more and
more about the possibility.
Christopher Morris, a philosophy professor, offered his opinions on what might be some of
the moral Issues behind human
cloning. He suggested that one
such issue might be whether or
not it would be legitimate to
clone humans in order to clone
body organs or a rare blood type.
"If we can clone ourselves, our
ranges of choices are much
greater and it may not always be

a desirable thing to have more
cHoices," Morris said. "It may be
better if certain issues are not
open to us."
Morris said he feels a greater
moral issue has to do with bringing another person into the world
through cloning.
"The primary issue is whether
it's right to bring someone into
existence who is being brought
into existence solely to produce
plasma, organs, etc. for someone
who is alive and healthy," he
said.
Michael Bradie, a philosophy
professor, said such problems
with cloning may include overpopulation, autonomy or infringement of a person's right to his or
her own body, and diminishment
of the genetic availability of the
population as it stands.
"Just because I produce a
clone of somebody, it doesn't
necessarily give me property
rights over those produced,"

Bradie said. "That wouldn't be
permissible."
Bradie said human cloning is
just another highly advanced
technological device to produce
other people.
According to George Bullerjahn, an associate biology
professor, independent scientist
Richard Seed's radical approach
to human cloning has no benefits.
He said this procedure is still unreliable end he would like to see
more research done on the matter.
"Seed is somebody who has an
opinion and has done some
research on cloning, but he is not
associated to any university or
hospital at all," Bullerjahn said.
While Bullerjahn feels Seed
would actually like to see human
cloning available, he said Seed
just wants attention from the
public.

"I wonder how many people
are all that interested who have
the money to make (human cloning) happen," Bullerjahn said.
Donald Deters, an assistant biology professor, also does not
agree with making human cloning legally available.
"I'm not in favor of jumping
headlong into this at the present
time, though I'm very much in
favor of continued research of
genetic experiments and animal
cloning," Deters said.
Many students had one thing in
common when it came to their
opinions of human cloning - they
wouldn't want another clone of
themselves walking around.
"I don't like duplicating anything. I think characteristics of
something are good," said Terence Day, freshman education
major.
Ernie Richmann, junior
graphic design major, said he

Campus
thinks that by cloning humans
their uniqueness would be diminished.
Sarita Sankey, freshman psychology major, said she doesn't
think it is morally right to clone
humans.
"I think it's okay for animals,
but I don't see the signifance of
why they should clone humans,"
she said. "It doesn't make sense
tome."
James Kavanaugh, sophomore
business major, said he doesn't
think cloning should be allowed.
"I don't want another version
of me running around, and I don't
think the world does either," Kavanaugh said.

In a dog-eat-dog world,
students need to take a bite
out of the competition early
on and be prepared to compete in a highly competitive
society. Thirty-six University students are taking that
btte. TYus weekend, students from diverse and
ethnic backgrounds will be
attending the Sixth Annual
Multicultural Career Institute in Findlay.
The Institute is organized
by the University's Career
Services and seeks to help
African-American, Hispanic and other minority
students develop the skills
necessary to successfully
make the transition into the
workplace.
According to Marian
Adomakoh, assistant director of career services, this
workshop was established
to assist multicultural students with adjusting in the
working environment, networking, and developing
professionally. Adomakoh
said that the workshop is
tailored to meet the needs
of multicultural students.
This year the conference
will feature a real interview
and will mainly focus on
making students marketable for the work force. Students will also learn about
important employment issues, organizational dynamics, and appropriate
business dress and etiquette skills. In addition,
students will have an opportunity to learn about internships and career positions. Adomakoh said that
this workshop will help students become aware of an
employer's expectations
and will give students the
opportunity to meet
someone In their field.
"I hope to make some potential contacts and have
the opportuntiy to show
them my resume," said Larisha Whatley, a sophmore
sport management major.
Whatley also hopes to
gain experience in preparing for interviews and learn
dinner etiquette.
Lohn Tate, a junior
majoring in marketing, said
he has nothing but praises
for the workshop. He attended last year and believes that it Is valuable for
students to learn Interviewing and communication
skills.
Tate said he learned
proper etiquette when din• See SEMINAR, page five.
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Life is all about the right path
"You're not supposed to be here at
all, it's all been a gorgeous mistake."
-Sinead O'Connor "Jump in the
River"
"Maybe she called an audible."
-ferry Seinfeld
Three years ago at this exact
time of the year was when I had a
revelation. I was doing, of all
things, delivering newspapers.
What I learned from this revelation
has shaped my entire life since then
and taught me that sometimes
when things aren't going right and
you're feeling wanderlust you've
got to follow your gut instincts and
make a change.
It was early on a cold Cincinnati
morning. I was delivering The New
York Times at the University of
Cincinnati where I was a disgruntled freshman who was thinking
about how my major sucked and
life in the Queen City's slums had
gotten stale. My job was to deliver
to various offices and buildings on
campus
I was the very atypical longhaired flannel-wearing marketing
major. 1 had my baggy pants,
Lollapalooza (back when it was
cool) T-shirt and rotating pairs of
Simple and Puma shoes .
But I never really felt at home
learning about strategies of selling
and product development plans.
The business building, (for BG reference picture the B.A. or East Hall)
was so anti-septic and professional.
11 was nothing like the old and full
of character Arts and Sciences
building where I got the sense that
people were doing things they real-

Where
the Day
Takes
You
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^^Get out of this
place. Go the distance. Ease the
pain.JJ
ly loved.
As I delivered papers to these
various buildings I noticed that
each one had its own distinct
atmosphere and feeling to it. I didn't mind this job because I got to
see places on campus that I hadn't
been to, and where my rigid business curriculum would never take
me.
As I went to places like sociology, English and history I realized
that I really wanted to be at these
places rather than where I was.
Those offices had pictures of far-off
lands, paintings, and stickers like
"Ban the Bomb" or "Clinton
Sucks." There was personality there
that was missing in what I was

VOICES
I have noticed that in the recently upgraded computer labs on campus, Word Perfect (the word processing program) is no longer found on the PC's. I
have learned that the decision was made not to pay
for the upgrade for the Windows 95 (32-bit version)
of Word Perfect, and therefore the University will
solely endorse Microsoft Word.
This decision concerns me for two reasons. The
first is that I have been a long-time user of Word
Perfect and now I have to be prepared to convert all
of my files to the other format. I can no longer be
assured that the work I do at home will be immediately available on any of the campus PC's.
Secondly, this decision by University Computer
Services effectively advances, if only unintentionally,
a particular "philosophy of computing." Dropping
the only major competitor to the Microsoft package
condemns future generations of BG students to a
monolithic intelligence, overseen by that annoying
4ittle animated paper clip, whose basic message is
Submit! You know that you are an idiot of the face
of our technology!"
Personally, I prefer the schizophrenic, multi-platform philosophy engendered by having real choices.
No single software package ought to have such a
grip on our conscious thoughts as if it was Holy
Scripture, particularly in an academic setting.
John Bork
Senior
Electronic Technology
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doing. I had to get out.
The message, which had been
building in my subconscious for
months, came through clear now,
like a Field of Dreams style voice in
my head. "Get out of this place. Go
the distance. Ease the pain. "
I had never really seriously considered changing my major before.
I didn't want to disappoint my parents or become a college stereotype.
Plus, 1 was the American
Marketing Assocation's
Outstanding New Member the previous fall. So despite hating business I was doing well at it.
I had to make a serious decision.
I would never be happy in business
so my choice was to please everyone else or myself. I chose myself
and changed the direction I was
going.
Like a quarterback calling an
audible for a change of play at the
line of scrimmage when he doesn't
like the defense he sees, I switched
to English because I loved literature
and writing. I had a vague plan of
going to graduate school for journalism too so my parents were
pleased that I had a clue as to what
I was doing.
I now had a chance to really
have some fun with the business
program then. When we were
scheduling in masses for the next
quarter I told the instructor that I
was taking Shakepeareian Study
instead of the next business introclass. He asked me what I was ever
going to do with an English major. I
told them that anything would be
better than sitting in an office as yet

another nameless and faceless middle manager or salesman. He wasn't pleased but I really didn't care.
The midterm in our current business class was coming up and I
decided that I was going to not
study and drop it with style. My
then girlfriend was jealous because
she was in the same class and
studying would be difficult.
The day of the midterm I walked
in just as everyone was doing their
last minute studying and worrying.
I walked right up to the same
teacher and handed him a drop
slip. I watched the reaction of surrounding students when the
teacher asked if 1 realized what I
was doing. 1 could hear people say
"you can't drop this class." Well I
was and I walked out of there
laughing and proud of what I had
done, happy that I was on the path
to freedom.
The path would also lead me to
another change and eventually to
Bowling Green where the rest, as
they say, is history.
The moral of the story is that if
you don't like the path you are on
you need to get on the right one no
matter what it entails. Drastic
changes can be exactly what you
need. There's no reason to stick
with a mistake just for the sake of
not quitting.
Brandon Wray is the Wednesday
columnist. He thanks all the U.C. legends. Cuss him out al wbneii@bgnet.
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Striving to go against the flow
The tattoos, goatees and body
piercings of today's youth have
directly affected how I view myself.
And I must say, I don't appreciate
what I've discovered. For you see, I
now realize I'm dull. I'm out of
touch with today's fads and desperately want to fit in.
When 1 was younger, I was
much more hip and with it. I was
like John Belushi; the first to arrive
at a party dressed in a toga and the
last to leave. 1 reveled in my wildness, daring any and all to try and
match me. Unfortunately, now
approaching middle-age, I'm much
more like Aunt Bee from the "Andy
Griffith Show." I am the first to
bring cupcakes with colored sprinkles to a party and the first to
politely leave.
It's not my fault. It's all because
of that foul thing called age. And let
me be the first to tell you, age has a
sick sense of humor.
About a year ago, age cruelly
glued a painfully obvious doublechin onto my neck. I'm never free
of that nasty thing, as it jiggles
when I walk, shakes when I talk
and flows like a Lava Lamp while
I'm sleeping. Windy days are no
picnic either. My double-chin acts
like the sail of a boat, catching the
wind and pushing me in all directions. But I've learned to use it to
my advantage. When the roads are
icy, I just catch a breeze and slide to
♦

Hip and
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••I'm never free of
that nasty thing, as it
jiggles when I walk,
shakes when I talk
and flows like a lava
lamp while I'm sleeping ft
my destination.
So how do I get out of this rut
and become part of the crowd?
How can I be more like Austin
Powers — an international man of
mystery, baby? He's the kind of
man women swoon over and men
fear.

To begin my transformation
from dull to hip I've recently gotten
two tattoos. At first I didn't know
where on my body to put them. I
think I made excellent choices. The
one on my forehead is of Popeye
the Sailor Man. He's even grasping
a can of spinach in his little, sailor
hand. It sends a direct message to
those that see it — I am a tiny sailor
that has a speech impediment and
loves to eat canned spinach. None
of that fresh spinach for me. I'm ,
dark and crazy now. Daddies, lockup your daughters.
My other tattoo covers my
whole chest and stomach area. If s
of a grinning Aunt Bee proudly displaying her brown buckteeth while
clad in a flattering gravy-stained
apron. She's also holding a plate of
fresh-baked cupcakes. I had it
drawn there to surprise first, then
visually stimulate my lovers. Part
of my ritual is to coyly and teasingly remove my shirt while doing a
dance of seduction. I love to see
their looks of sexual hunger after
they see what I have tattooed on
my chest. But their responses are
always negative. They always flee
screaming as if pursued by Hell's
hounds. The way I see it though, I
can make women scream one way
or another, baby.
I've also recently grown a goatee. Since every lad in his twenties
is sporting one of these, I wanted

one too. If s not growing right
though. It looks like an adolescent
boy's armpit — a few sprigs of pitiful-looking hair and many red
blotches. On second thought, don't
they all look like that?
Fortunately, I'm not the type to
give up. To continue my transformation, I went and got an earring. I
think there was a slight mix-up at
the earring shop though. When I
got home to examine my new dangling hoops, I noticed instead a
saucer jutting o it from my lower
lip. It was implanted there. I've
seen those before on National
Geographic specials. I now look
like something undesirable out of a
Tarzan movie.
I must say though that after
viewing it with a less critical eye,
the saucer in my lower lip matches
the plate holding Aunt Bee's cupcakes. I'm so tickled — I match. I
finally have an outfit that coordinates. I feel all my hard work has
paid off. I am no longer a dull person but one that fits right in. I now
get stared at mocked and ridiculed
wherever I go. No one will hire me.
If s great. It took like tremendous
determination and like drive for
this middle-aged man to like
change and like fit in with today's
like youth. Cool.
}im Good is a guest columnist for
The News.
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What I've seen at BG is a
lot of honest students and
honest parents. They take
their responsibility seriously. I'm very proud of
our students. If students
take our advice, they'll be
in good shape.
Cmnd McRobertg
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TODAY'S
WEATHER
Today:

Thursday:

It will be cold and
overcast all day.

It will be breezy and
overcast with sleet.

High: 35

High: 33

Low: 27

COLLEGEVILLE. Minn. — On your mark. Get set. Go. And. oh yes. keep
your swlmsult on. St. John's University swimmer Matt Zelen remembered
all but the final instruction on Saturday at the College of St. Benedict/St.
John's University Invitational.
Zelen had Just dived into the pool at the start of the 100-yard butterfly
when he felt his suit sliding off. He had forgotten to tie It. He kicked It off
and finished the race naked, two seconds ahead of anyone else, but he was
disqualified for violating a uniform code. Zelen was laughing so hard he forgot to breathe for almost the whole first length.

Jim Fogarty
Senior
Film study

Doctor's wife moons abortion protesters

Anton Jesaberger
Senior
Film study

WAUKESHA. WIs — A doctor's wife fed up with abortion protesters outside her home decided to light back: She bared her rear end. Now. prosecuters may file charges ranging from disorderly conduct to lewd conduct
against Brenda Duncan because of the "mooning."
"They can go ahead and press charges against me," Mrs. Duncan said. "1
have nothing to hide. It's a waste of taxpayers' money. If I had to do It over
again I would do it. It's a matter of free speech. I have not committed a
crime."
Prosecutor Paul Bucher said the mooning was not free speech. "It's not
even speech. You can't do that. A more serious matter is whether she also
threatened to shoot the protesters." he said. Mrs. Duncan denied that
charge.

Palllster Conference Room.
Jerome Library. Marshall Rose,
director of affirmative action, and
Barbara Waddell. public safety public information officer, will lead dialogue about racial and ethnic perceptions and offer strategies for
positive Interaction. Part of the
Issues In Cultural Diversity series.
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Stacy Keller
Junior
Psychology

Gol u idM for • -PaopU on
ua at -bgnewiSbfucLbgiu".

Community Suite. Sponsored by
UAO. Get Involved!

Advanced karate (7:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m.)

Athens. Ohio. The Falcons and
Bobcats tangle In an East Division
battle.

Women's basketball hosts
Ohio (7 pm)

Public skating (8 p.m. - 10
p.m.)

Anderson Arena. BG tangles
with the Bobcats

Ice Arena. For more Information, call 372-2264.

Study abroad re-entry session
(7 p.m. - 9 p.m.)

Thursday, 1/22/98

UAO open house (7 p.m. ■ 9

BOWLING GREEN

1 1 a MERCER & WOOSTER

V

p.m.)

Golf Room, Rec. Center. Learn
karate skills. Including weapons
training, In the advanced level.
Meets Monday and Wednesday
through Mar. 2. Fee. For information/registration, call Continuing
Education. (419) 372-8181.

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION DAY!
354-6500
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International travel grant proposal workshop (10 a.m. - 11
a.m.)
1103 Offenhauer West.
Workshop to learn how to write a
proposal to receive a travel grant to
study abroad during the 1998 sum-
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University performing dancers
(8 p.m.)

Union royer.

Study abroad informational
session (4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)
1103 Offenhauer West. Session
to learn about the many overseas
study programs available to BGSU
students. The procedures that must
be followed in order to study
abroad will be discussed. Call 3720309/0479 with questions.

UCF Center. 313
Thurstin (between Pike
and Ridge Streets).
Have something
to eat (free food)
while you learn

STILL LOOKING
for an

APARTMENT?
L$ftK HERE

Winthrop

Terrace
Apts

• Up to $16,'500/ year stipend

• Over 200 Renowned Scientists

PLEASE
CONTACT

Linda Moollcr
lni\iTMi\ (ilCi'Kinnati
College ol Medicine

phone
fax:
email:

$13,558.7343
513.558.2850
limla.miH-llcr@uc.edu

Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
Tickets available at the door. Call
372-6918 for more information.
Sponsored by UAO.

Volunteer information
night (5 p.m. - 7
p.m.)

• Paid Tuition, Fees & Health Insurance

with Pepperonl

| MEDIUM $2^9 $349

Panhellenlc council information tables for spring rush (10
a.m. - 6 p.m.)

neurosdence, molecultf genetics, Uochemishry mtanbtolngy, physiology,
paihobiology rnotecubr medicine, plurtnacolog) and a MD/i'hl) program.

Over 75 Million Dollars for Research Projects
with Chaaae

more about opportunities to volunteer In five UCF sponsored volunteer projects, as well as Lane and
The Link volunteer opportunities.

1 imcrsm <>i cinaniuii Medical College also has winning teams in 13
excellent {p-aduate programs In the btomedkal sciences, Including eel
biology (faetopmenMl biology, genetic counseling, environments! health.

• Top 10% Nationally in Size
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mer term, the 1998 fall semester or
the entire 1998-99 academic year.
Call 372-0309/0479 with questions.

Graduate .Stud) in Biomedical
Sciences ... at a School with a
Winning Basketball Team!

• 400 MS and PhD Students

IITTLECAE.
UJUE1CER

UM

-Upcoming Event-" U m service to oar readers borrowed daily via the University web paf*. The reldamUr of
events on the web page has a more complete listing of events and can bo accessed through "wwwifiussu".
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"It depends on the
owner of the workplace. In some
cases, yes."

"In general. It
depends upon the
employer. Each
boss has his own
personal beliefs."

1104 Offenhauer West. Session
for all students who studied abroad
during the 1997 fall semester.
Students will share their overseas
experiences with each other. Call
372-0309/0479 with questions.

Intermediate karate (6 p.m. 7:30 p.m.)

354-6500

Kevin Camps
Sophomore
Nursing

BATON ROUGE, La — A councilman is mounting a battle against deer
carcasses hanging from the city's trees. Councilman Mike Tassin has introduced a proposal to keep people from butchering deer in their yards and
hanging the carcasses in their trees. Tassin said he gets about four complaints a year on the subject.
Even a supporter like Claude Bookter, who lives in a subdivision where
neighbors have complained, said he hasn't seen any problems. Nevertheless,
he thinks It should be Illegal because dead deer stink and attrack flies.
"Hunting should stay In the woods." Bookter said.

Men's basketball at Ohio (7
p.m.)

Beginning karate (6 p.m. 7:30 p.mj
Golf Room. Rec. Center.
Introduction to the nature of karate
as an art. sport and a method of
self-defense. Meets Monday and
Wednesday through Mar. 4. Fee.
For information/registration, call
Continuing EducaUon. (419) 3728181.

14 J

"In my experience
where I work I'm
not seeing minority
disadvantage.
Everyone Is pretty
much the same."

City battles hanging deer carcass problem

Golf Room. Rec. Center.
Continue karate training with more
advanced techniques. Meets
Monday and Wednesday through
Mar. 2. Fee. For Information, call
Continuing Education. (419) 3728181.

Promoting Positive Race
Relations: An Interactive
Workshop (10 a.m. - Noon)

ef i
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"I think with the
employment opportunities there are
now. everyone has
a disadvantage."

Low: 26

Wednesday, 1/21/98
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"Yes. for a fact I
am a minority and
know how It Is.™

Swimmer loses suit during race

UPCOMING EVENTS
° k 5

Sonla Castillo
Sophomore
Film

WEDNESDAY WACKINESS

Wednesday, Jan. 21

Flumes

Today's Question: "Do minorities have a disadvantage in
the work place? Why or why
not?"

Wednesday, January 21, 1998

OHIO Weather
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THE STREET
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1 & 2 bedrooms
• 24 hr. maintenance
furnished and unfurnished • new appliances
3 great locations
• swimming pools
gas heat, gas cooking
• gas, water included
• campus shuttle

400 Napolean Rd.
Ph. 352-9135
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compiled from wire reports
■ RAPE

Campus police investigate reported rape
University police are continuing to investigate a rape reported
in Founders residence hall Monday.
The crime was reported at 10:25 p.m. and the victim was
treated at Wood County Hospital. The woman knew her attacker
and police have identified a suspect. No arrests had been made
as of late Tuesday, according to the University police.
■ HANSON

Teen heartthrobs have a new baby sister
TULS A, Okla. - Hanson's next big song could be a lullaby.
The pop star brothers have a baby sister, born to Diana and
Clarke Hanson on Jan. 14 at St. John Medical Center.
The group's management couldn't confirm the baby's name,
but fan Web sites said that it's Zoe Genevieve Hanson.
Big brothers Zac, 12, Taylor, 14, and Isaac, 17, skyrocketed
from Tulsa obscurity to the top of the teen heartthrob scene last
year.
■ UNITED NATIONS

'Dallas' actress was named a goodwill ambassador
UNITED NATIONS - "Dallas" actress Linda Gray has been
named a U.N. goodwill ambassador to promote women's rights.
"My role is to meet people, talk with them, listen to what they
have to say," she said Tuesday. "A lot of people out there are
looking for direction on how to help."
Gray, who played Sue Ellen on "Dallas," will appear in U.N.
films highlighting problems facing women in developing countries, including female circumcision and lack of access to contraception and abortion.
■ PLAYBOY

Hugh Hefner separates from second wife
CHICAGO - Hugh Hefner could soon be back on the singles
scene.
The Playboy tycoon and his wife, Kimberly, have separated,
citing "differing interests." In a statement Tuesday, the couple
said they remain close and hope for a reconciliation.
Mrs. Hefner, 34, and their children, ages 6 and 7, will live on
property adjoining Hefner's Holmby Hills, Calif., mansion.
Hefner, 71, married the former Playmate of the Year In 1989.
It was his second marriage. He divorced his first wife in 1958.
In 1996, Hefner said that after years of partying and more than
a thousand women, he had settled into a quieter existence with
Mrs. Hefner.
"The weekends are spent with friends and family, having a
buffet, good conversation and watching a classic film," he said.
■ SLANDER

Brigitte Bardot was fined for inciting racial hatred
PARIS -- Brigitte Bardot was fined $3,300 Tuesday for slander
and inciting racial hatred by railing against Muslims in a newspaper article.
Bardot was also ordered to pay a symbolic franc - 15 cents ~ to
three human rights organizations that sued her because of the
remarks.
Last April, the former screen idol wrote a letter to a far-right
magazine condemning the sacrifice of sheep for a spring Muslim
festival.
Referring to Muslims, Bardot wrote: "They slit the throats of
our wives and children, our monks and officials, our tourists and
our sheep; they will slit our throats one day."
The animal rights activist was fined in October for making
similar comments in an interview with the French daily Le Figaro.

10% discount to all students &
faculty with a college ID.
(Good through the whole year.)

Jury selection ongoing in Oprah's trial
The Associated Press
AMARILLO, Texas - Oprah
Winfrey, facing a multimilliondollar lawsuit filed by Texas
cattlemen, broke up the courtroom today by jokingly glaring at
a potential juror who said she
didn't always enjoy her talk
show.
U.S. District Judge Mary Lou
Robinson excused nine people
during the morning session of
jury selection, seven because of
their connections to the cattle industry and two because they said
they like Ms. Winfrey.
Ms. Winfrey was greeted with
cheers when she left the courthouse on a lunch break.
Before the morning court session started, a handful of animal
rights activists wearing cow
suits and one foe of the animal
rights supporters had joined a
throng of media outside the
courthouse.
Robinson began the proceed-

ings by asking who had ties to the
beef industry. About half the 58
prospective jurors stood; she
kept all but seven who said they
didn't think they could judge the
case fairly.
Robinson next asked if anyone
was a regular viewer of the show
and three women stood.
When one woman was asked if
she liked the show, she told the
judge: "I've enjoyed some and
not enjoyed some."
Ms. Winfrey then smirked,
drawing laughter throughout the
courtroom, even from the judge.
The woman was stricken after
she told Robinson she was "probably a little for her."
Both of the other women said
they liked the show but thought
they could be fair. Asked if they
might be leaning toward either
side, one of them said: "I might.
... 1 like Oprah."

Atioclatcd Prtii photo

Oprah Winfrey waves to crowds as she leaves the federal courthouse
in Amarillo, Texas, after jury selection.

Millionaire's death produces paternity claims
The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO - In life,
Larry Hillblom - the "H" in DHL
Worldwide Express - was known
for his money-making zest. But
his death revealed a private passion: an alleged penchant for
bedding young virgins.
In the two years since Hillblom's body was lost at sea,
several women from the Far East
who say they bore his children
have come forward to demand a
share of his millions.
Now, the lurid court battle appears to be nearing an end.
Last month, a court on the tropical island of Sal pan approved a
tentative settlement granting
13-year-old Larry "Junior" Hillblom and three other children up
to $90 million each, pending more
DNA toBtlnn.
A much-squabbled-over scrap
of skin from Hillblom could
prove decisive.
Hillblom was majority shareholder in closely held DHL, the
delivery company he co-founded
in 1969 with Adrian Dalsey and
Robert Lynn. It now employs
more than 40,000 people in more
than 220 countries. He usually
wore old jeans, a T-shirt and

sneakers, and traveled often to
the Far East, fishing, golfing, flying and carousing.
In 1995, Hillblom's World War
H-vintage seaplane crashed near
Saipan, his home for 10 years.
His body was never recovered,
but he was legally declared dead.
That was when friends and associates found out that the
52-year-old, never-married Hillblom - who had narrowly escaped death when he crashed a
small plane in 1993 - had left
sparse instructions on how to divvy up his far-flung fortune, estimated at $500 million to $700
million.
"He thought he was going to
live forever," says David Lujan,
a Guam attorney for Junior Hillblom.
Hillblom's will, written in 1982,
said only that $300,000 should go
to each of his two brothers and
the rest to a charitable medical
trust. The trust was directed to
"show particular attention" to
supporting research at the University of California.
Hillblom had graduated from
UC Berkeley's Boalt Hall law
school and also had long been an
admirer of the doctors at UC San
Francisco, some of whom treated

him after the 1993 crash.
The most important part of
Hillblom's will was what he
didn't say: There was no standard
clause disinheriting illegitimate
heirs.
That opened the door to paternity suits from women who said
they bore Hillblom's children
during what they described as
his pursuit of teen-age virgins in
the bars and nightclubs of the
Far East.
"I think it was his form of safe
sex," says attorney David Axelrod, who represented one of the
children.
The obvious answer to paternity claims is DNA testing. But
there was no body to obtain samples from and Hillblom's relatives were reluctant to provide
blood samples. At one point, his
mother turned down an offer of
more than $1 million.
Doctors at UC San Francisco
said they had taken a mole from
Hillblom, and the lawyers
thought that would solve the dispute. But then it was announced
there had been a mix-up; the
mole belonged to someone else.
Doctors said they did have scar
tissue left over from Hillblom's
1993 surgery. But they refused to

relinquish the tissue, prompting
a legal battle that went to the California Court of Appeals.
In the meantime, lawyers for
the children commissioned DNA
sibling tests to see whether Hillblom's alleged offspring had a
common parent. The answer was
yes for four children: two Filipino girls, a Vietnamese boy and
a Palauan boy.
Last month, a probate court in
Saipan approved a settlement
under which the children will
split 60 percent of Hillblom's fortune and the trust will get 40 percent.
UC, which could get up to $240
million, said in a cautiously worded statement that it expects the
charitable trust to "place appropriate weight on" Hillblom's relationship with the university
and his commitment to make a
major gift.
If another round of DNA tests
confirms the sibling relationship,
lawyers for the trust can try to
prove Hillblom was not the
father, either with a blood
sample from a relative or with
the scar tissue.
Lawye.s arc still negotiating
for a blood sample from Hillblom's mother.

Rival companies join to create theater chain
The Associated Press

$1.2 billion and assume $300 mil- past five years.
at 540 locations.
lion in debt.
The deal, first reported in toIn October, KKR agreed to pay
NEW YORK - Two rival comThe other $1.5 billion repre- day's Wall Street Journal, would $323 million and assume $338
panies are joining forces to sents the value of the other give the combined company million in debt for Act III Cinecreate the nation's largest movie theater properties that will be 5,347 screens in 727 locations in mas. A month later. Hicks Muse
theater chain, a 35-state opera- folded into the merged company. 35 states. The current industry agreed to pay $300 million and
tion with 17 percent of all U.S. Deals to acquire those com- leader, Carmike Cinemas of assume $550 million in debt for
screens.
panies, Act III Cinemas and Columbus, Ga, has 2,720 screens United Artists Theatre Group.
Hicks, Muse, Tate & Furst Inc. United Artists Theatre Group,
and Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & were announced last year.
Co. will combine the theater
Hicks and KKR are paying $31
chains they are acquiring and per share for Regal, whose stock
purchase Regal Cinemas Cos. in a was down 62 cents at $29.62
transaction worth $3 billion, the per share in late morning trading
companies announced today.
on the Nasdaq Stock Market.
A Hicks, Muse spokesman said
For Hicks and KKR, the transUit Mir, MIIIIMI mil Til* tbtir In nttrai ky »*#-# —
no changes in ticket prices are action is the first major joint
■imj Tltffili. i frtf unttt frM (if IRS. TlM till II tu,
planned.
venture with a rival leveragedmd RU ire fait. CIMCI four trail ht ■ Iilifili »»a*ltt.
Under terms of the deal. New buyout firm. Regal is one of the
Depaflrni nt ol The Treasu'y
York-based KKR and Dallas- fastest growing chains in the
Internal Revenue Service
based Hicks Muse will buy Regal United States, with revenue risIII tril III fill. Il .I'll.
■Hf:/ANNr.lrt.wtrMt.|M
Cinemas of Knoxville, Term, for ing 56 percent annually for the
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1027 N. Main
Sun. - Thurs. 7am until 11pm.
Fri. - Sat. 7am until 12am.

824 SIXTH STREET

BGSU Women's Basketball

* Z bdrm furn & unfurn apartments
* Free gas heat, water & sewer

J FLORIDA S

—^SPRINC BREAK

FROM $149 PER WEEK*

* Each apt has a balcony or patio
* Washer/dryer on the premises
* Some with microwaves

NEWIPVE
Rentals
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FREE DRAFT BEER AIL WEEK LONG *
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LAZY RIVER RIDE • SUITES UP TO 10 PERSONS
SAILBOATS • TIKI BEACH BAR ■ JET SKIS • PARASAILS
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Judge feels Kaczynski's request came too late
The Associated Press
SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Both
sides In the Unabomber trial
agreed that Theodore Kaczynski
is competent to stand trial - the
basic requirement for acting as
his own lawyer - but the judge
suggested that his request to
represent himself came too late.
U.S. District Judge Garland
Burrell Jr. said Kaczynski had
clearly agreed to proceed with
his lawyers after a series of
meetings with the Judge in
December. Later, Kaczynski
changed his mind.
Burrell suggested that if Kaczynski wanted to be his own lawyer, he should have made the mo-

not yet been sworn.
tion when the trial began.
"We're not in a pretrial hearBurrell rejected a government
ing," the judge said. "We're in bid to see more of the transcripts
trial. This case commenced on of his private meetings with the
defendant, who could get the
Nov. 12,1997."
The continuing dispute be- death penalty if convicted.
"Statements by Mr. Kaczynski
tween Kaczynski and his lawyers
centers on their desire to mount a could be used by the government
defense based on his mental in its attempt to kill him," said
state. Kaczynski is adamantly the judge. "That's a deadly seriopposed and wants to base his de- ous matter."
"I can understand why the defense on his anti-technology
fense doesn't want to release
views.
Government prosecutor more of what Kaczynski said.
Robert Cleary suggested that They would be helping the
changes could be made up until government in its quest to obtain
the time that a jury is seated but its objective."
Defense lawyers agreed to stihe conceded that case law on the
subject isn't clear. Cleary noted pulate that Kaczynski is compethat the jury, chosen Dec. 22. has tent to stand trial after reviewing

Industry to speed up
Internet access soon
The Associated Press

- but not new PCs.

NEW YORK - Some of the
biggest players in the computer
and telephone industries are
teaming up to offer Internet access so blindingly fast that clicking through Web pages could be
as easy as flipping through a
book.

Microsoft Corp., Compaq
Computer and Intel Corp., along
with the nation's five regional
telephone companies, are developing a single national standard for the service, which is
known as asymmetrical digital
subscriber line, or ADSL.

Some of the phone companies
hope to offer the service, which
would work over ordinary home
telephone lines, early this year.
Computer users would have to
get new modems - for about $200

ADSL is currently available in
a few locations around the country, but the equipment used in
one place is not necessarily compatible with the hardware used
elsewhere.

a 47-page report by Dr. Sally
Johnson, a federal prison psychiatrist who interviewed him
for 19 hours last week.
Her report was kept sealed for
the time being.
Burrell, whose comments were
as forceful as any he has made
since the case began, said he was
intent on going ahead with opening statements Thursday morning. He said he would resolve the
representation issue that morning and have the jury report for
duty at 10 a.m.
Burrell said he had contacted
San Francisco lawyer Tony Serra
- who had offered Kaczynski his
services - but Serra's office said

the earliest he would be available
was September.
'Tentatively, I'm not inclined
to bring in new lawyers," Burrell
said.
Kaczynski's public defenders,
Quin Denvir and Judy Clarke,
have made it clear they don't
plan to completely abandon a
mental defense, despite Kaczynski's objections to being
portrayed as - in his words - "a
sickle."
1 ie judge said his only concern is "an ambiguity" in the record of his meetings with Kaczynski and the defense lawyers.

FALL 1 998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!

FRAUD

Continued from page one.
No institutional action is being
taken against the violators at this
time. The problem with the few
cases of fraud doesn't bother
McRoberts much - he still has
faith in University students.
"What I've seen at BG is a lot
of honest students and honest
parents," he said. "They take
their responsibility seriously I'm very proud of our students."
If there is one bit of advice
McRoberts would give to students as they fill out their financial aid forms, it would be to not
rush through finishing the
paperwork. The more time taken
to fill out the forms, the less
chance there is for error.
"If students take our advice,
they'll be in good shape."

Fall 1998 Lists Now Available
New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments (Full)
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full)
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments (95% Full)

GREENBRIAR, INC.
052-0717

SEMINAR
Continued from page one.
ing with a boss or employer and
was advised on what to wear
when working in a professional
setting. He said that this year he
would like to focus on improving
his interviewing and communication skills.
Tate believes that it is more
difficult for minorities to find
success in the working world. He
encourages students to take advantage of this opportunity and
believes that the professionals
can give the students valuable information and advice.
Whatley also believes that It
can sometimes be difficult for
minorities to find success in the
working world. She believes that
it will be twice as hard for her
because she is a woman. While
the conference was established
to assist multicultural students,
Adomakoh does not believe that
they are at a disadvantage In the
working world.
She said if students take the
time to develop themselves, and
if they have confidence and
poise, they can be successful in

QQnAoe

"If you have what it
takes, I don't see the
problem."
Marian Adomakoh
assistant director of career services
the working world.
"If you have what it takes, I
don't see the problem," Adomakoh said.
Carrie Cain, a junior majoring
In Interpersonal communications, has high expectations for
the conference.
"I hope to learn about the future and the real world after college," Cain said. "I want firsthand information from experts."
Keynote speaker for the institute this year is Aaron Wyche,
program of multicultural affairs
for Aerotek Inc. in Hanover, Md.
He will be presenting the "Recipe for Success."
Other speakers will include
David Stanford of the University's Office of Development, Lisa

Chavers, director of Project
Search at the University, and
Joann Kroll, director of career
services at the University.
The conference will also feature employees from Rent-A-Car,
Red Lobster, and the Medical
College of Ohio.
This workshop received the
National Association of Colleges
and Employers' 1997 Award for
Excellence for Education Programming in the Field of Career
Services. The workshop is formatted like a typical business
conference. A highlight of the
conference will be a social gathering where students will
interact with actual employers.
They will learn about internships, career positions, and practice their executive etiquette
skills.
This years keynote speaker
will be Aaron Wyche, program
manager of multicultural affairs
for Aerotek Inc. in Hanover, Md.
Other speakers include David
Stanford of the University Office
of Development and Joann Kroll,
director of career services at the
University.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours:
224 E. Wooster
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Bowling Creen, OH 43402
Sarurday 9 a.m. -1 p.m.
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445 E. Woosfer
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:00-9
Sunday 12-6 054-0176

One of BG's Newest Complexes
Features
• 3 Bedrooms
• 2 Full Baths
• Air Conditioning
• Fireplaces
• Microwaves
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Houra:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. -1 p.m.

'Falcon Line follows the game'

ON YOUR SPORTS
AUTHORITY 88.1 WBGU

Join the brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa

limfLOVE
REALTY
I REiVTALS (our only office)

From 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
328 S. Main St. • 352-5620

Wednesday the 21st at Kohl Hall

Come join our rental family!

Thursday the 22nd at Offenhauer West

*507 East Merry Street
2 bdrm across from Campus
*114 South Main Street
1 bdrm w/ central AC above downtown business
*117 North Main Street
11 bdrm w/ dishwasher & central AC above downtown business
•Many more to choose from!

Tuesday th 27lh at Kreischer Quad

f«Y
m.7s*

Visit our office at 328 South Main Street to pick
up your free brochure of over 400 apartment,
houses, and duplexes in many locations.

Wednesday the 28th at Kohl Hall

Get lei'd by a Phi Sig Sweetheart
Don't Die Wondering...

OIK
Spring Rush 1998
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King rally
ends in death
The Associated Press
BATON ROUGE, La. - Most of
the marchers were students,
some kindergarten-aged in
slacks and ties, walking in honor
of Martin Luther King Jr. Suddenly, there was a fight - and
then shots.
One man was killed and three
children wounded, one critically.
In the debris was a picture of
King, splattered with blood.
Early today, a Southern University student was arrested and
booked on suspicion of murder
and attempted murder.
Although police initially said
the gunman had fired indiscriminately into the crowd
Monday, Police Chief Greg
Phares said today that the dead
man was the intended victim.
Phares said the man arrested.
Brandon Johnson, 19, was a participant in the parade and fired
after a fist fight broke out along
the parade route. However, it
was unclear whether the fight itself actually led to the shooting
or whether the shooting victim, a
parade watcher, was involved in
that fight.
Police said the violence ultimately stemmed from a simmering dispute that began in the days
before the parade, which consisted of students marching
along with a band composed of
musicians from several schools.
"There was no racial, political
or hate crime motive," Phares
said. Johnson is black.
The shooting marred a holiday
meant to honor the slain civil
rights leader with prayers, celebrations and services in cities
across the country.
For the first time, there was a
halt in trading at U.S. financial
markets. Ground was finally
broken for a long-planned memorial in Norfolk, Va. And the
White House proposed boosting
civil rights spending by $86 million.
King's son, Martin Luther King
III, was in Minneapolis, giving a
speech about the importance of
each person taking responsibility
for making a difference.
When told of the shooting. King
said, "I think it drives home some

"It went pop, pop,
pop, pop -four shots
right off. Then people
began running
everywhere."
Elaine Tucker
office manager for a locksmith
shop
of the points I tried to make today. We have got to work to eliminate violence. It is totally out of
hand."
Killed was James Carter, 20,
who lived nearby with his
mother. Relatives said he was
watching the parade, walking
along beside a band in which his
17-year-old brother was playing
bass drum.
A 7-year-old girl was in critical
but stable condition with a gunshot wound in her back. An
11-year-old girl shot in the leg
and hand was in stable condition,
as was a 9-year-old boy who was
shot in the leg.
.There were few spectators
during the parade in the commercial area near downtown.
"We watched them go by, and
everyone seemed as happy as
could be - until the shooting happened," said Elaine Tucker, office manager for a locksmith
shop.
"It went pop, pop, pop, pop four shots right off," she said,
"Then people began running
everywhere."
Shirley Monget's 16-year-old
son was among the marchers.
"I asked him not to march today," she said. "They formed
that band from several schools
and they worked real good
together all week. But, on Friday,
some boys who were not in the
band showed up and beat up a ^
drummer. I just knew there was
going to be trouble."
Police spokesman Cpl. Charles
Armstrong said he did not know
if Carter's brother was the Gov. Roy Rumor holds hands with leannie VanVelkinburgh as they
drummer involved in Friday's march with 20,000 in Denver, Co., to commemorate Martin Luther
fight.
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Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place • Mini Mall
Small Buildings Frontier Housing • Houses

PASTY PA.I&
MEALS.
DRINKS, i
DISCOUNTS!

STUDENT EXPRESS
\ J-800-SURF5-UP
art out web site
_t check out our
HOT properties
.studentexpress.com
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All residents receive a membership to

Cherry wood Health Spa

Ativchtfcd PrciB pkota

King Day.

Applications available for the

DELBERT L. LATTA SCHOLARSHIP
The Delbert L. Latta Scholarship was created upon the 1988 retirement of Delbert
Latta from the U.S. Congress, where he had served as Ohio's Fifth District Representative for
30 years. He also served three terms in the Ohio Senate.
A total of five $1,000 scholarships to incoming freshmen and continuing students (who
have a minimum of two semesters of study to complete before graduation) will be awarded to
law-abiding students who possess a minimum GPA of 3.0 and exhibit involvement in campus
and/or community organizations. ANY MAJOR IS ELIGIBLE.
Applicants must reside in the geographic areas represented by Delbert Latta during his
years in public service: the counties of Defiance, Erie, Fulton, Hancock, Henry, Ottawa,
Paulding, Putnam, Sandusky, Seneca, Van Wert, Williams, and Wood: also the townships of
Lyme, Norwich, Richmond. Sherman and Bellevue City (Huron County), Harding, Jerusalem,
Monclova, Oregon, Providence, Springfield, and Swanton (Lucas County).
Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center.

(Indoor heated swimming pool, sauna. Hydra-Spa Whirlpool. campUlt
eKf.ttt equipment, complete looker room and showtr facilities)

DEADLINE: February 27,1998
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MEN'S BASKETBALL
SATURDAY • 1:30
Anderson Arena

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
Students admitted FREE with valid UV.SV ID
I

(across from Taco Bell)
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BG hosts Ohio amidst winds of change
By JASON McMAHON
The BC News

M*KE LBO.WD.

SuperBowl
MVP: the
advertisers
It's time once again for the
biggest advertising event of
the year.
The Super Bowl is upon us
and this year's match-up looks
to make the title"Super Bowl"
into a brand name instead of
an adjective.
How do I think it's going to
turn out? I'm a Browns fan.
Figure it out.
With all the hype surrounding the Super Bowl in this day
and age, am I the only one who
thinks that actually playing
the game seems to be the least
important thing about the
game?
Consider the fact that such
noble sports-related companies like Budweiser, Coke,
and Tylenol are shelling out $5
million dollars for a 30 second
ad. At $166,666 a second, that
air had better be worth it's
weight in gold.
Of course, there's also the
world's longest pregame show.
NBC plans to open the festivities a full three hours
ahead of kickoff time. Don't
get me wrong, I know that this
is NBC's final football broadcast of the millinium, but with
that much time, player biographies dated back to the time of
birth could be produced!
Heck, the advertisers are
even setting up their angles
for the commercials at the
Super Bowl. Something tells
me that January 24 could be
the last time we hear the
words "Bud-weis-er."
Hard as it is to believe, there
was a time when the Super
Bowl was not swimming in a
sea of hype. At it's inception,
many wondered if the game
would even survive. The ancient rivalry between the AFL
and the NFL finally came to a
head - and less than 50,000
people tuned Into the first
Super Bowl.
How did this game grow
from the little championship
that could into a monolith of
multinational proportion?
Great moments along the way
certainly help. Broadway Joe
Namath's infamous guarantee
of victory, the great Steelers
dyanasty of the 70's and, of
course, Joe Montana's constant heroics all helped to increase the popularity.
But the day the Super Bowl
evolved from a simple championship Into an all-out advertising blitz is impossible to pinpoint. Maybe somebody just
said, "Hey, people are watching this, maybe it's time to
flood it with our stuff." I don't
know, but I wish it didn't happen.
The Super Bowl is the most
blatant representation of everything that is wrong with
sports. Rampant consumerism
and big money controlling

A change could be afoot in the
starting lineup for the Bowling
Green women's basketball team.
The Falcons have gone with the
same cast at tip-off for each of
their IS games: the star-studded
trio of Sara Puthoff, Charlotta
Jones and Jack! Raterman,
joined by Sherry Kahle and
Jaymee Wappes.
But Kahle and Wappes, who
burst into the lineup last January
as freshmen, seem to be saddled
with the sophomore jinx Kahle, a
5-10 forward, is shooting less
than 40 percent from the field in
conference games, and 5-5 point
guard Wappes leads the team in
turnovers with 45.

Toss in the solid play of reserves Bridget Andrews and Jenifer Gaf ford and you've got some
old-fashioned barbershop chatter.
BG coach Jaci Clark added fuel
to the fire Saturday night against
Akron when she replaced Kahle
and Wappes with Andrews and
Gaf ford to open the second half.
Clark let the speculation spin
further out of control when she
refused to say if the move was
permanent.
"I still need Sherry and
Jaymee to play," Clark said after
Saturday's game. "I don't know
where they're going to play, if
they're going to play in a starting
position, or if they're going to
play off the bench. They need to
understand that.'

derson Arena.
The Bobcats suffered one of
the more surprising losses in the
Mid-American Conference before the season even began when
All-MAC forward Gwyneth Ballard decided to forego her senior
year after chalking up a teamhigh 16.9 points and 6.2 rebounds
per game as a junior.
According to Clark, Ballard Andrews
Gafford
who would have been in her fifth
"Jaymee and Sherry need to year of schooling - took a teachcreate some things for us," Clark ing job after earning her disaid. "They need to pick their ploma. And Clark is thankful for
game up."
the graduation present Ballard
And by Tuesday afternoon, gave the rest of the MAC.
"Too bad for them," Clark said.
Clark was still non-committal,
deciding to wait to unveil her "Good for us."
lineup — changes or no changes Still, Clark is fearful of the
at 7 p.m. tonight when the Fal• See WINDS, page eight.
cons tip off against Ohio at An-

OTES
Women's Basketball

Tonight • 7 p.m.
Anderson Arena
BG: 11-4 overall, 6-1 MAC
Ohio: 7-8 overall, 4-3 MAC
• OU's Marlene Stollings leads
MAC in scoring
Radio: WOB(1430AM)

Falcons look to cure
road woes at OU
By JIM TOCCO
The BC News

The BG Ntws\

OTES

Bowling Green's men's basketball team is in the middle of
the grueling Mid-American Conference schedule, and if the FalMen's Basketball
cons are to succeed, they need to
eliminate being tired.
That was the message of coach
Dan Dakich, whose team (7-8, 4-3
MAC) enters one of the MAC'S
toughest arenas this evening.
"The first thing I told this team
when I took the job is that you
Tonight • 7 p.m.
Convocation
have to eliminate being tired," he
Center,
said. "Eliminate thinking you're
Athens
tired. Because everybody goes
BG: 7-8 overall, 4-3 MAC
until they're tired. When you
Ohio: 3-12 overall, 1-4 MAC
think you're physically tired, all • BG
has lost six in a row in Athens
of a sudden, mentally you're not
Radio: WBGU (88 1 FM) «rth Jim Tocco and
in the right position."
Was VanHutreve. WBVl (96 7 FM)
Ready to take advantage of any
mental or physical lapses are the Sears, Curtis Simmons and DaOhio University Bobcats (3-12, mion Washington. In fact, any2-6 MAC), who have a way of con- body who ever led the team In
tinuously beating the Falcons at scoring for any single game last
home.
year does not appear on the rosBG has been unable to over- ter this year. The rest of the
come OU in the Convocation players are simply scrambling to
Center in the last six tries. The fill the void.
last time the Falcons were there,
Thus far, sophomore guard
the Bobcats saddled BG with an San jay Adell has been the biggest
89-87 overtime loss, permanently contributor, scoring 15.7 points
damaging BG's hopes at an out- per game. Diente Flenorl chips in
right MAC title. OU didn't 12.5 per game. Freshman Dustin
amount to much last year, but Ford has stepped into his brother
certainly acted as a spoiler for Geno's shoes with some success,
scoring 9.2 points per game in a
BG.
With BG's inconsistency and starting role.
Senior guard Jim Peterson is a
inability to play well on the road,
the same thing could happen this long-range bomber, honing in on
year. That is, unless BG learns to OU records for 3-pointers attempted and made. He pops in
play hard for all 40 minutes.
"(Bobby) Knight had a saying about three per game.
that 'mental is to physical as four
Despite OU's inexperience,
is to one,'" Dakich said. "With Dakich thinks highly of the
team's physical capabilities.
our team it's about 10-to-one.
"They're bigger and more ath"It's all mental. These kids can
play all day every day. They just letic than we are at every posineed to realize that there's more tion except maybe (point
to them than what they think guard)," he said.
there is."
Reid is right
OU's worst of times
Tony Reid has had no less than
Despite the Bobcats' recent 24 points in each of the Falcons'
success at home, BG may find a last four games, leading the Faldif ferent OU team than the one cons in each game,
they're used to playing. For the
'Tony Reid has tried to listen
first year in seven consecutive as well as any kid I've ever had
seasons, they have dipped below around," Dakich said. "Why is he
500.
having a big year? I would say
Gone are all four of last year's it's because he's really trying to
leading scorers - Geno Ford, Ed do the things we want him to do."

Ohio

BC Ncwa Paolo by Jeremy Martin

• See LEONARD, page eight.
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Tony Reid has scored at least 24 points in each of the last four games.
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U of M continues hunt for
fifth straight CCHA crown
By G.MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BC News
Any athlete who puts on a
maize and blue uniform will say
it's one of the toughest things to
do - especially when opponents
are fired up by the sight of those
Michigan colors.
This is especially true in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association where the Wolverines are
looking to win their fifth straight
regular-season crown, fourth
CCHA playoff crown in five
years and qualify for their eighth
straight NCAA tournament.

OTES
\3R^

Hockey

This just adds fuel to the opponents' fire.
League-leading Michigan travels south this weekend to Oxford
to battle Miami for a crucial twogame set on Friday and Saturday.
The Wolverines (14-2-1 In CCHA
play) lead the league with 29

points, while the RedHawks
(10-5-2) are in fourth with 22
points.
Michigan is coming off a S-l
home win against AlaskaFairbanks Saturday, while Miami
returns from a trip to Michigan's
upper peninsula after a 4-3 win
over Lake Superior and a 5-3 loss
to Northern Michigan.
Should Miami come away with
a sweep, they would be three
points out of first, whereas Red
Berenson's crew would come
closer to clinching another reRU-

what should be just a game. And,
in the end, that's all the Super
Bowl is ~ the championship game
of American football.
In my opinion, the Super Bowl

would be a much greater specta- when the Super Bowl was all
cle without the beer bottle about football and nothing more.
games, cheesy jingles and croak- The days when players played
ing advertisers.
for love of the sport, not money,
when linemen still lost teeth ~
At the risk of sounding like a
and when the AFC still had a
traditionalist, I long for the days prayer.

WINDS

•AtSOaf.

Line Cook
Kitchen
Prep
Servers
Host/
Hostesses

861-7827
5630
Airport
Highway
Toledo

Getting to
know your
BGSU
athletes

Compiled by
BGNewj
Spans Writers
Danielle
Oleszczuk and
Jason Mc.Mahon

• Career highlight!:
Running a personalrecord 19:10 In a
5.000-meter cross
country race, running a PR 2:22 in
the 800 meters
• Role modeU: My
parents
• Hero/Idol: My
Grandma Yoder
• Favorite athlete:
Dan Marino
• Favorite athlete
in BG to watch:
Sprinter Rah'Sheen
Clay
• Favorite smurf:
Papa Smurf
• Favorite commercial: The new Nissan
ads. especially the
one where the birds
go after the car
• Favorite place to
eat In BG: Trotter's
• Toughest course
I've taken at BO:
CD1S 302 (acoustics)
• SporaCenter highlight: Stepping Into
Ihe starting blocks
In the 800 at the
MAC outdoor championships
• I'd most like to
be stranded on a
desert Island with:
My boyfriend Rob

Emily
Yoder
• Track •
Emily Danielle
Yoder
Senior
Communications

Binhdate: 10-24-75
West Liberty,
Ohio

West LiberrySalem H.S.

• Sport*: Men's basketball. 5 (in 5 and
3-on-3 (Intramural
champions ...
Ultimate frlsbee
(intramural champions) ... Softball ...
Flag football ...
Innertube water polo
• Role model: My
AAU coach Paul
Bryant
• Hero/Idol: Scoltie
Pippen
• Favorite athletes:
Scottle Pippen and
Isaiah Rider
• Favorite athlete
In BG to watch:
Women's basketball
player Brooke
Belcher
• Favorite smurf:
Papa Smurf
• Favorite color of
M&Mi Red
• Favorite hangout
in BG: Downtown
• Toughest course
I've taken at BG:
TCOM366
• SporaCenter highlight: Dunkln' over
John Stockton
• I'd moat Uke to
be stranded on a
desert island with:
Mariah Carey, by
far!

Brian
Klaus
• Intramurals •
Brian Klaus
Junior

TCOM
Nickname: Klaus

Binhdate: 4-10-76
Dayton, Ohio
Clayton
Northmont H.S.

Hav a nomination tor "Oft tha Flald"? Call 372-2602 or o-malllmcmihoebgnat.bgtu.adu tulth your auggaatlona

"Rebounding will be a key,"
Continued from page seven.
Clark said. "To try and keep
Bobcats, who enter the contest them off the boards. They're big.
with a 7-8 overall record but a re- ... (And) they do have an insidespectable 4-3 ledger in the MAC outside game. But the other thing
East.
is they are young and inexper"I think they're on a roll and ienced on the perimeter also."
they're probably coming in here
The Bobcats start two freshpretty confident," Clark said.
man, and four rookies see extenOhio is anchored by the most sive playing time.
prolific scorer in the conference,
5-11 guard Marlene Stollings. Running the tablet
The Ohio State transfer Is lighting up the league to the tune of
BG's loss last Wednesday to
22-7 ppg, which ranks ninth in the Kent might actually be a good
country.
omen. The last time the Falcons
She also tops the MAC In visited the Flashes with an urn3-polnters made per game (3.27, blemished MAC record, in 1993,
ranking fourth nationally) and is Kent won 99-94. The Falcons
second in assists.
didn't lose a conference game the
"We have to deny the ball," rest of the year.
Clark said, adding that she hadn't
That was also the last year BG
decided yet who would draw the defeated Toledo on the road, and
daunting task of guarding Stoll- the Falcon's last victory over the
ings. "We'll have to put pressure Rockets came a year later on Stalllngs and try to limit her b when BG also went 17-1 In the
touches."
MAC.
The Bobcats have a force in the
The Falcons knocked off
middle as well in 6-4 Amy Turn- Toledo 85-80 Jan. 8 at Savage
er. The senior Joined StoUlnga in Hall.
transferring from Onto State two
But Clark says she cant let her
years ago, and the converted team get caught up In history and
Buckeyes have formed a lethal omens.
inside-outside combination.
"We're Just taking it-one game

HELP
WANTED

Off
the
Field

• See CCHA, page nine.

LEONARD
Continued from page seven.
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at a time," Clark said. "We're trying to become a better defensive
team and at the same time be as
consistent as we have been
offensively. If we take care of
that, we'll see how things work
out."

that. That has to be once in a
while - it can't be every time
they touch the ball."
Puthoff pulls ahead

The 5-9 junior guard has pulled
into the No. 2 spot on BG's alltime scoring charts. Puthoff
passed Talita Scott (1,432 career
On the defensive
points) at Kent to slide into the
The Falcons have concentrated second slot. Jackie Motycka is
much more on defense in the last safe in first place with 2,122
week after giving up at least 80 points as a Falcon.
Now with 1,449 career points,
points in four consecutive games.
BG held Akron to 61 Saturday Puthoff ranks 25th in MAC histonight, but Clark says there is still ry, only five points behind former Eastern Michigan standout
room for improvement.
She noted the Falcons have to Traci Parsons.
Meanwhile, Jones has ascenget better at making adjustments
to different teams' styles of play. ded to 11th on BG's scoring
"You have to recognize what a charts (1,153) and ranks as fifth
team is good at," Clark said. "If all-time rebounder (782).
they're drivers, then you gotta
stop the drive. If they're good at Body count
shooting the 3-pointer, then you
A crowd of 973 showed up at
gotta close out. If they're good at
offensive rebounding, then you Anderson Arena Saturday night
for the Akron game, BG's best
gotta block out."
The coach also said the Falcons turnout at home this season.
The Falcons rank sixth In the
need to step It up Individually.
"I think we're relying too much MAC In home attendance, drawon our team defense," Clark said. ing an average of 664 fans per
'"Oh, she beat me, somebody will game. Toledo leads the way,
help me." Well, no, we can't allow packing in 1,416 at Savage Hall.

* W ttRI ROTATION''
AND BALANCE
ONLY

LUBE, OIL & FILTER
SPECIAL

$21.95
Present tnie coupon 10 recteve speoal price.
Moat Cars. Cell tor appointment
Eipcree4-1-M

Compel* elimination ol
•Wairw FiutO-Power St»»nng Fluid-Automatic
Transmission Fluid-Brake Fluid

*

MAIVTENANCE TUNE-UP

*

SPECIAL*
4 Cylinder- $32.95
6 Cylinder- $36.95
5 Cylinder- $39.95

$39*95

Flush/Fluid

INCLUDES Analysis Of starting, charging. £
engine sysiem PLUS we set timing & install new
spark plugs

Call tor an appointment-Expires 4-1-98

WRIGHT TIRE & AUTO CENTER
WE
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352-0387
AutoCare
Center
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Service

NEW LOCATION:

1089 N. MAIN
BEHIND NAPA
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Sports Briefs
Webber arrested
SEAT PLEASENT, Md. - Washington Wizard forward Chris
Webber was arrested early Tuesday morning after scuffling
with a police officer who had stopped him for speeding, authorities said.
Webber was charged with assault, resisting arrest, possession
of marijuana, driving while under the influence of marijuana
and five other traffic violations.

Tyson may try Wrestlemania
LAS VEGAS - One thing is certain about Mike Tyson's appearance In Wrestlemania: He will play a bad guy.
Tyson doesn't figure to play a wrestler, however, despite
World Wrestling Federation owner Vlnce McMahon's attempts
to sell him as one during a WWF show Monday night in Fresno,
Calif.
"The chances of him wrestling are very slim," a source familiar with Tyson said. "These guys are professional wrestlers and
they take falls for a living. Why would he risk a broken neck or
something by doing that?"
Tyson was supposed to be only a guest referee at Wrestlemania on March 29 in Boston. But in the world of professional
wrestling, things can turn as quickly as a good figure four move.
Just as McMahon was to announce Tyson's appearance, wrestler Steve Austin appeared from nowhere Monday night to enter
the ring and question Tyson's manhood. An obscene gesture here
and a push there, and suddenly bad blood had developed.
With a straight face, McMahon suggested later that Tyson
would wrestle Austin, the WWFs most popular wrestler, at
Wrestlemania.
"I want a piece of Mike Tyson," Austin said.

Deadline nearing for Dayton franchise

ONLY
$14.95

COOLING SYSTEM
CHECK
ONLY

BO News Graphic by Scott Brown

ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED

DAYTON, Ohio - Opeators of a potential Class A franchise in
the Dayton area need to let the Cincinnati Reds know about their
plans soon.
Reds managing executive John Allen said Monday that Chicago-based Sports Spectrum Inc. faces a Jan. 31 deadline to give
the Reds a formal proposal which would include building a stadium in suburban Trot wood next to Hara Arena
"The deadline is very important to us," Allen said. "I still think
a minor league team would work in Dayton, but time is running
out. Someone has to put an application through all the processes
and get it to us."
Allen said contracts with the Reds' Class A affiliates -- the Burlington (Iowa) Bees and the Charleston (W.Va.) Alley Cats - expire at the end of the year. He said he would open negotiations
with them soon if the Dayton deal does net materialize.

Winfield named Buckeye MVP
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Ohio State Ail-American cornerback Antoine Winfield has been chosen by his teammates as most valuable player for the 1997 season.
Compiled from wire reports
PIZZA • 3 GREAT CRUSTS • SUPER SUBS • BUFFALO WINGS ■ BREADSTIX

DOMINO'S
DELIVERS
$5.55 MENU

Service Hours: Mon-Fri 7am-5pm; Sat 7am-Noon

)^s§3?3g£t3&&^

• [ UNCH • DINNER • LA TE NIGHT-

LAST CHANCE THIS YEAR:

Senior
Portraits
Monday!
call 372-8634 to schedule
an appointment
10AM - 6PM Dally • 28 West Hall
only 66 sitting fee

050-MEGA
FAST FRIENDLY FREE OELIVERV • NOBODY HAS OUR PREMIUM QUALITY & VARIETY

$5.55 STUDENT VALUE MENU
ORDER DY NUMDER •
'Large Cheese Pizza
I Medium 1 -Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
(Small 2-Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
ho Wings, Breadstix & 1 Coke
II Footlong Sub & 1 Coke
ICheesybread, 5-Piece Wings & 1 Coke
I Small Cheese Pizza & 5-Piece Wings
(Small Cheese Pizza & 1 order ol Cheesybread

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 994
• CHOOSE FROM 3 GREAT CRUSTS •
Handiossed. Thincrust, or Deep Dish(o»«>Di»nE«ira)

ADD TO ANY SPECIAL
A) 4 Dr< odsilx 6 Sauce 994
D) New Cheesybread 11.99

1616 E. Wooster
Greenwood Center

C) 2 Cans ol Coke 994
D) 5-Piece Wings 11 99

GO FALCONS #1
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CCHA
Continued from page eight.

lar season title with a sweep.
The team in the lead after two
periods will most likely come
away with a victory. The Wolverines are unbeaten at 13O-0 when
ahead after two periods while the
RedHawksare 12-14.
For Michigan, the player to
keep an eye on is junior center
Bobby Hayes who has scored
points in his last six games. He
scored his first four-point game
In Saturday's win with two goals
and two assists.
For Miami, sophomore center
Dustin Whitecotton had an assist
in the last two games. He has
scored in IS of the RedHawks 22
games this year and is second on
the team with 20 assists.
Other key matchups
In other key games, fifth-place
Lake Superior (8-7-4) travels to
second-place Michigan State
(12-3-2), while third-place Northern Michigan (10-6-3) travels to
sixth-place Ohio State (9-9-0)
Saturday.
The Spartans and Wildcats will
look to gain or keep pace with
Michigan, while the Buckeyes
and Lakers will look to get in position for home ice in the
playoffs. Ohio State will look to
sweep the season series after
winning the two earlier meetings
in Marquette.
FOX Came of the Week
Before facing Ohio State Saturday, Nothern Michigan will make
a pitstop at Bowling Green in the
FOX Game of the Week. The Falcons host Notre Dame on Saturday in another CCHA game.

The BG News
Classified
Ads

IN* OUT
Kevin K lino
Friday, January 23rd A Sal. Jan 24m al
fi 00pm A 11 00pm Oscamp 111 $2 00 Sponsored By UAO Questions'! Call 372 7164
Info niQhl: Sales A Marketing Club Free Pizza
and Pop R1003 9:00 Wed. 1/21/98

372-6977

ITS NOT TOO LATE I
Join the naif ol WF AL at a OJ or a
production, metal or traffic lor spring
INFO NIGHT
Tue. Jan. 20 at 9pm
in 12t West Hall

The BG Ne»% Mill no. knowingly accept atfhcnitcnwfiU
thai dtKnminaw.o(anco«n(edMCrirn<MUon*fjiimi any
individual or gnwponihabuiiof raM.Mt.cohx.crced,
religion, national origin iciual onenuuoa. diubiliiy.
.latin at a veteran, oi on the bam of any othet legally
protected uaiui
The BG Newt reserve*, the ngN to decline, discontinue
or re»i*e any •dvcntwmM Midi aa then* found lo be
defamatory, lacking in factual ham. misleading or fait*
in nature All advertitemenit are <uh|ect lo editing and
approval
The BGNewvM a forum open Wine puMicrecognirn
the impotubility of preventing all of lh» type of advtr(■vine, and iherefore encourage* raw readers lo beware
Alway t be familiar with a buwneu before lending money
or providing pertonal credit informal ion Weave remem
ber. if it tounrh loo good lo be true, n probably i»
Yt>u .an help u» hy calling the advertiung department at
4l9-n'?W^wimvourcompl»inivandvugge»tionv We
avk DtM yo« pkaae provide your name, addreva. and phone
number, along with you' vpccifk lommeni* With youi
help we ,an male The BG Newi a better pubUaiion

CAMPUS EVENTS
Attention bMrtor Dwigrwm
ASIOwillm»MtW»d Jan. 21.98
m Gallant. CS BUg. 8:30pm
Yearbook picture will be taken
That ia th« last cnanc* lor T shins

Attannon Organizations
President* and Advisors Recaption will be held
on Jan. 27 ai 7pm in the Community Suite
RSVP your seats today. 372-2843
Attention ail SMA members and anyone interested in (Oiningi Our first meeftng is Wed. Jan.
21 ai 7.00 pm in E PPC 223 Our guest speaker
will be Jamey Rootes. General Manager of the
Columbus Crew. Hope lo see you there I

RUSH PHI HU • RUSH PHI MU
The sisters ol Phi Mu invite you to see what
sisterhood is all about. Come on overt Tonight
9:15 @ Phi Mu (Behind the Union)
RUSH PHI MU • RUSH PHI MU

SERVICES OFFERED

(39 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort
Panama City's Spring Break Headquarters
Only $39 per person, restrictions apply.
1 800 224 4853

$BOOKS SCHOLARSHIPS t
Do you enjoy singing? Tnn.ty United MethodiSt
Church oilers financial assistance lo students
who sing with Chancel Chorr. For mlo. contact
the church at 353-9031

SAE • SAE • SAE " SAE • SAE
RUSH'
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Wed. Jan 21.
730930pm
FREEFOOOI

* Support Dance Marathon ■
Going home tor the weekend? Why not *3ei
Lekr before @ Junction? Thurs. Jan. 22nd,
llpm- 2am.
" Support Dance Marathon *

SAE-SAE "SAE "SAE "SAE

AOIIAOIIAOII
Nikki Herman, good luck and have fun this semester)
Love,
YourLr
AOIIAOIIAOII

Sludy Abroad Returnee Sessions
Come share your fall semester study abroad
experiences at one ol these sessions:
Wednesday, January 21 (7:00-9:00 p.m.) or
Saturday, January 24 (10:00 a.m.-12:00 noon).
Both sessions are in 1104 Oflenhauer West
Call 372-0309 w.th questions.

Volunleers-Volunleers-Voiunteers
The Key yearbook is having a general meeting
Jan 28 4? 9:00pm in 28 West Hall. We need
people to write stories, lake photographs and
layout pages using pagemaker. II you have any
questions, call Cindy or Vicky at 354 6324.
Welcome Back Everyone)
The 1st Collegiate 4-H meeting ol Spring Semester is tonight al 9:00 m BA 1061 Hope to
see you all there!
WFAL S BACK ON THE AIRI
680 AM/WOOD CABLE CHANNEL 20
BQSU'S source lor Modern Rock

BUZZ SUTHERLAND
A smooth blend of Home-spun characters and
facial expressions that will keep you rolling with
laughteri Thursday. January 22, 1008 at
7.00pm Ballroom $2.00 sponsored by UAO
questions? Call 372-7164 $5.00 season pass
admission to all four of our comedians

AOIIAOIIAOII
Congratulations lo Kristy Boyer on her pearling
to Neil Stewart
AOIIAOIIAOII

BGSU students needing internships, practicums, or volunteer placement lor Spring, 1998,
are minted to meet volunteer agencies* personnel onThuraday, January 22, 1996, anytime between 8:00-7:00 P.M. at the UCF
Center, 313 Thurstln (across (Tom campus).
Soup and other goodies will be provided. Call
352 7534 with Questions
CAMPUS TANNING
7 weeks Dl Spring Break. 1 month unlimited
$25 352 7889

BOOST RESUME CREDENTIALS AND BECOME INVOLVED IN THE COMMUNI
"Y VOLUNTEER! No training necessary Join
hundreds of former BGSU students m exper
lenang meaningful volunteer placements Find
out about opportunities in our area by attending
our Volunteer Night January 22.1998 at the
UCF Center, 11] Thlrsten (across from
BGSU'e campus). Soup and other goodies
will be served between 5:00 P.M. and 7 00
P.M. Stop by and gel something lo sal whiter
you talk with representatives from THE LINK
and WOOD LANE, as wen as UCF sponsored
protects Questions call 352-7534

CAMPUS POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E Court St.-next to smokestack
FEATURING
Stuffed breads neks-pizza pasta-soup
Salad-subs -croissants-desserts bumtoes
nachos 4 morell
Ores*, dine In specials every day or the
week. All U CAN EAT plaza, soup and salad
buffet. A great selection ot Import and domestic beer and wins.
Best Happy Hour In loon 4-9 daily

DEAR SPOOKIE: HAPPY BIRTHDAYI I
WANT YOU TO KNOW I LOVE YOU. HOPE
TODAY IS A GREAT ONE FOR YOUI I LOVE
YOU LOTS, PUNKIN. FROM, YOUR BABY.
Fil your Summer
wilh PREMIER LEARNING and
graduate w/EXPERENCE m jour field
Those who ars NEW to coop:
CO-OP KICK-OFF
Friday. Jan. 23rd. 330 PM
11701 scamp
372-2451 - P»d positrons
FREE CASH GRANTS) College
Scholarships. Business. Medical bills Never repay.
To! Free 1 -800-218-9000 Elt G-2076.
Hairdresser/Nail Tech
Desperately seeking new clients
For a hair raising experience call Robert at
354-2018

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S BAS
KETBALLJAN. 21. WOMEN'S BOWLING
JAN 27: MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TEAM
HANDBALL-JAN. 28 (COME AND LEARN TO
PLAY. JAN. 22, 9-10 PM ON DUE DATE IN
ISO PERRY FCLD HOUSE
KAPPA ALPHA ORDER ' ALPHA OMICRON
PI
The brothers of Kappa Alpha would like to congratulate Kory Heiselman on his lavairoring to
l+kki Herman.
KAPPA ALPHA ORDER ■ ALPHA OMICRON
PI

LAST CHANCE
SENIOR PORTRAITS
LAST CHANCE
Sonmg Monday Jan 26 Carl Wolf Studios will
be on campus taking senior portraits tor fie
final time this year. You must attend this session to be included m tie 1998 yearbook. Portraits win be taken dairy from 10am-6pm in 28
West Hall {yearbook office) Please call
372-8834 lo schedule a sitting The $8 sitting
fee can be charoed throuah the bursar

LOOKING

FOR YEAR-ROUND EMPLOYMENT'
TIREDOF WORKING WEEKENDS?
Earn (8 5c an hour a great benefits
at UPS
Go to RM. 360 Student Services
lo schedule an appointment lo meet
with a representative onThur. Jan. 22.1998
UPS IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
PHI MU • PHI MU • PHI MU
Congratulations lo Arisen Gknvacki on cabinet
member of the wsakl
PHI MU • PHI MU • PHI MU

PI BETA PHI
Open Rush tonight 1/21 8-i0pm at the Pi Phi
house. Any questions can Jenelle & 372-5493

VIU^VCIE GREEN
APARTMENTS

UPS Has Part-time
Loading and Unloading
Positions available*

m

Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

052-0717
GREENBRIAR, INC.

"WHO SAID PLAYGROUNDS ARE FOR
KDS? GET READY TO PLAY, DANCE AND
GET CRAZY AT THE BIG PLAYGROUNO."

PERSONALS

FA LI 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!

224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OHIO
43402

page 9

9fyw Leasing
2 Bedroom furnished and unfurnished
May and August 1998

Visit our Employment Rep Thursday:
Jan 22 from 10-2 in the Student
Services Building or call:
(419)891-6820

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. -1 p.m.

1 or 2 bedroom summer only
limitedavailable

tt Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

ID

IVIOSTI

The (0110'wing people n eed to pick u]3 their Key YE arbook in 28 West Ball
Abies, Christina
Aenii. Katbcrine
Aggelakos. LaShelle
Ahl. Rebecca
Aiken. Misty
Albright. Audrea
Alderton.Chrissy
Allen. Benjamin
Aller. Michelle
Alley. Jennifer
Ames. Jennifer
Anderson. Emily
Anderson, Eric
Andrews. Adam
Anthony. Amanda J.
Aram. William
Archibald. John
Armey. Heather
Arth.Tim
Bacha, Kimbeny
Bak. Jennifer
Baker. Dylan
Baker. Jennifer
Balow. Andy
Banks. Justin
Bamett.Kathryn
Bates, Catherine
Bates. Colleen
Bausch.Caron
Baxter. Elizabeth
Bell. Bridget
Bell. Heather
Bell. Tina
Berry, Stephanie
Bezeau. Jennifer
Binkley. Melissa
Bongiomo. Lisa
Bonnett. Candy
Boston, Lyndi
Box, Leslie
Bradach. Scon
Branham. Andrea
Brannon. Lloyd
Brennan. Gayle
Bright, Amy
Brown. Kevin
Brunner. Dave
Brunow, David
Bryant. Stephanie
Buck, Bob
Budde, Bethany

Burge. Jennifer
Caldwell.Greg
Cardilli.Lisa
Carducci. Jennifer
Chenos. Heather
Cherry, Lynn
Chilson. David
Cikotle. Thomas
Clayton. Erica
Clever. Jon
Clickenger. Elizabeth
Clough. Kclda
CorTman, Paul
Collins. Sara
Columber. Chris
Como. Barbara
Con ley. Shevona
Constien. Seth
Costanzo, Gina
Colhcrman. Scan
Cottman. Karin
Council. Carla
Coutinho. Mike
Coventry. Andrea
Coven.Jana
Crain. Robert
C rough, Rachel
Curling. Kelley
Davis. Amy M.
Davis. Jeffrey W.
Davis. Krista
Decalor. Andrea
DeChanl. Jennifer
Decker. Sarah
DelPozzo. Mike
DeMain. Matthew
Dicpenbrock. Ryan
Dcxson. Matthew
Drobnick.Debi
Dubendorfer, Ryan
Eckel, John
Edwards, Lindsay
Elliot. Jill
Ellsworth, James
Elsass, Carey
Emm, Nichole
Engle, Robert
Ernst. Michelle
I'.iesse.Gabnelle
Ewald. Sarah
Fahim. Christopher

Fernandez, Heather
Fiscus, David
Fitz. Peter
Fleming. Tariq
Rower. Ken
Foltz.Kalherine
Fortman, Tracy
Fowler. Christy
Frank. Jason
Frey, Heather
Friel. Christopher
Fulgenzi. Samantha
Garver. Aaron
Garvin. Kelly
Gascho, Amber
Gasser, Angela
Gaver. Gregory
Geartiart. Stephanie
George. Michelle
Gessing. Paul
Gholston.Mary
Gibbs, Jason
Gibson. Carla
Gibson. Melissa
Gilbo. Eric
Giordano, Derek
Goins. Rhonda
Goodman. Michelle
Gore.Tara
Gorman. Anne
Graf. Michael
Graham. Mike
Grant. Hunter
Green. Nathan
Grote. Douglas
Gubbcls. Ann Marie
Gura, Michelle
Habegger. Beth
Hall.Shawntel
Hamilton, Erica
Hansen, Cameron
Harris. Curt
Hartley, Brandon
Haydon. Matthew
Hazard, Jessica
Hazel. Kecvan
Heater, Robert
Heaton, Katherine
Hedges, Susan
Hejazi.Soraya
Hertzfeld.Tfcent

Heyen, Shelley
Hill.Jared
Milliard. Sara
Hinesman. Brad
Hodakievic. Bethany
Hollingsworth. Nicole
Holzen. Melissa
Hoostal. Matthew
Hopper. Patrick
Hottinger. Jeff
Howell, Brandon
Hughes. Heather
Hull.Brandee
Hulse. Mandie
Humphrey, Charles
Hutton.Mike
Ignazo. Jamie
Jackson.Kevin
Jarrell.Dave
Jenkins. Nate
Johnson. Jodi
Jordon. Joshua
Kahle. Sherry
Kampel. Eric
Kamper.Alenis
Kappa Delta Sorority
Kazel, Slefanie
Keaveney. James
Kelley. Karen
Kennah.Adam
Kelner. Amy
Khrenovsky. Doug
Killian. Kara
King. Anne
King.Jason
Kinsman. Leslie
Kirkland. Krista
Kirschner. Kevin
Kloos. Jessie
Klopp. Melissa
Kobayashi.Hidcki
Kocjan. Kandace
Kolesnik. Kate
Konecny, Mary
Konves. Erin
Korpita, Karissa
Kotsos. David
Kotsos, Michael
Kowaleski. David
Kozsey. Kim
Krabill, Damian

Krajnak, Amy
Kuznicki. Matthew
LaFontain.Sara
Lauer. Emily
Leschinsky. Maribeth
Leschinsky. Michael
Lewandowski. Paul
Lewis. Aimee
Lewis. Kristen
Lindemer, Christa
Link.Jeff
In/. Nicole
Lucas. April
Luce. Jennifer
Lyons. Jennifer
Malanynon, Michael
Malinowski. Megan
Malone. Katherine
Manesh, Cyrus
Martin, Kyle
Manz. Regina
Masek. Stephanie
Maslanka. Phyllis
Maleyka. Julie
Mavis, Brain
McAfee, Robert
McCarthy, Sean
McClees. Karyn
McCloskey.Tod
McGregor, Greg
McGuire. Jessica
McHenry, Kimberly
McKenzic. Michael
McNurt. Ryan
Mennega. Chelsea
Mercer. Travis
Metz. Kathryn
Metzger. Kelly
Meuli. Michael
Meyer. Bradley
Michalak. Mark
Mikolajewski, Cindy
Mileusnich.Lisa
Miller. Erika
Miller, Jessica C.
Miller, Robert L.
Miller. Stephanie
Mobley.Tara
Morbitzer. Bobbie Jo
Moriarty, Kelly
Morin.Chad

Morrow, Kimberly
Mowery, Molly
Mueller, Christopher
Murphy. Heather
Murray, Robin
Myers. Benjamin
Needels. Suzanne
Novak. Kim
Nussbaum, Kristen
O'Brien. Kevin
O'Hara. Mark
Olson. Brett
Olson, Zac
Pace, Rosi
Paine, Carrie
Palmer, Brian
Palmisano. Mike
Pamblanco, Marie
Panning. Jean
Payne, Shawn
Peake. Billy
Pedersen. Mamie
Pell. Ann
IVti-rv. Inrimk.i
Paugeot.Todd
Phillips. Andrea
Phillips. Steve
Pietraszak, Carrie
Pi zzuti. David
Planter, Brian
Polshaw, Joe
Polirone, Christopher
Powell, Kari
Pralt. Michelle
Preece. Kelly
Preston, Emily
Prince. David
Puc ken, Chad
Purmort, Angela
Quinn. Jason
Radzinski.Ryan
Rasor. Jason
Red path. Anne
Reed.Jason
Reynolds. Evangeltne
Roach. Kelly
Robertson, Mike
Rope hock, Dawn
Rose, Daniel
Rose. Josh
Rose. Slacey

Rundell. Anita
Rutherford, Jennifer
Sampson, Cheryl
Sampson, Tracy
Sander, Christopher
Sanderson, William
Sauder. Jenny
Saner Jason
Sauer, Katherine
Saunders, Ten ic
Schad, Jordan
Schaefer. Spencer
Schaller. Mike
Schneider, Richard
School. Christopher
Schram, Heidi
Schroeder. Erica
Schuster. Andrea
Schwartz, Jenny
Schwenk, Slacey
Scudder. Kory
Sedlak, Melissa
Sehlhorsl. Joseph
Selan. Brad
Sharp. Jeff
Sheets, Adam
Sheldon, Alicia
Shindle.Chauncey
Shonebarger. Scott
Shunia. Laura
Shusher. Steven
Sieger. Jennifer
Siferd, Kelly
Simmons. Kevin
Simons. Andrew
Sinagra.Gina
Skouroukos. Tina
Smith. Jason
Smith. Lori
Spailai in a. Samuel
Sparks. Todd
Sponsler. Jessica
Spoor, Melinda
Stauffer. Kara
Stewert. Kelly
Stolzenburg, Jamie
Stone, Jonathan
Strayer. Sarah
Strickland. Cicely
Strzalka. Elizabeth
Suter. Shannon

Swantek. Kevin
Swora, Joe
Swisher. Jaime
Tan. Frans
Tan,Kean
Tartara. Chris
Taynor, Jane
Temple, Beth
Theis.Sara
Thieman, Mary
Traxler.Ty
Trisler. Brooke
Trumpower. Jeffrey
Turek, Rayanne
Ujczo, Sheryl
Urban. Mary
Urbont. Heather
Valle. Elin
Vastano. Natalie
Ventress. Andre
Vogel. Alison
Vogel. James
VonDeylen.Cori
Voress, Matthew
Waldfogel. Matthew
Wallace. Laura
Weckman. Kim
Wedding. Kate
Weissling, Michael
Wemtz.TJ
Wessler.Jody
Wharton, Thomas
Wilcheck. Maureen
Wilkens, Anthony
Williams. Kathleen
Wisnicwski. Brian
Witt. Shannon
Woods. Kathleen
Work. Dan
Yanes.Jason
Yeo. Michael
Young, Jeffrey
Young, Steven
Yrigoyen, Mark
Yuncker. Kelley
Zalinski. Man
Zeek, Abigail
Zufelt, Christina

RUSH ALPHA XI DELTA
RUSH ALPHA XI DELTA
BUSH ALPHA XI DELTA
Hush Alpha Phi
WM. Jan 21 & Thurv Jan. 22*8-10 pm @ He
Alpha Phi House. Coma at any time' Any questions, call the Alpha Phi House.
Rush Alpha Phi

GO GREEK GO GREEK
If C Rush Tornte
ALL HOUSES Open 7 30 9 30
GO GREEK GO GREEK

SK3 KAP' THETA CHI ■ SIG KAP
The sisters o( Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate Kaaey Hemingeron her lavadenng to
Theta Chi's Brendan Clarke
SIG KAP * THETA CHI - SIG KAP

Volunteers-Volunteers-Volunteers
The Key yearbook is having a general meeting
Jan 28 & 9 00pm in 28 West Hall We need
people to write stories, take photographs and
layout pages using Pagemaker. If you have
any questions, call Cindy or Vichy at 354 6324.

SIG KAP * SIG KAP • SIG KAP
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa would hke to congratulate Emily Blackburn on her pearling to
Kevin Ma honey.
SIG KAP ' SIG KAP ■ SIG KAP

Want to be healthier in W>
Come to the Center tor Wellness & Prevention
for a FREE Nutntonal Assessment. Call
372-9355 tot an appointment

SIG KAP " SIG KAP ■ SKS KAP
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate Carrie Siljander on her pearling to
Tony PerslchfnL
SIG KAP" SIG KAP ■ SIG KAP

RUSH GAMMA PHI
RUSH GAMMA PHI
RUSH GAMMA PHI
RUSH KA RUSH KA RUSH KA
The brothers of Kappa Alpha would like to invite all man to ruah January 21, 22. 27. 28 at
7 30 in Hie second floor lounge ot Rodgert Had
RUSH KA RUSH KA RUSH KA
RUSH PI PHI
Come sae what sisterhood is all about Tonight
8-lOpm
RUSH PI PHI

SIG KAP * KAPPA SIG ' SIG KAP
The sisters of Sigma Kappa wish to congratulate Jen Meeker on her engagement to kappa
Sigma's Enrique Buron
SIG KAP' KAPPA SIG * SIC KAP
Travel Grant Money to Study Abroad
Proposals for the International Travel Grants
are available m the Canter for International
Programs (1106) Otlerriauer West). Th« dead■ine is January 30 Cal 2-O309with Questions

Wanted 100 students. Lose 8-100 lbs. New
metabolism breakthrough Dr recommended,
guaranteed. $30 cost
Free samples
1 800 856 0916.
WE HAVE MOVED!
The Center for Wellness and Prevention <s
now located at 19 College Park (adjacent to the
Tech. building, behind the lenms courts). Our
ph number is SOU 372 WEIL (9355)
"Your Resource Center tor Health and Woli
nessr
We want to adopt a baby.
Four years ago we were blessed with the adoption of a beautiful boy. Today we hope to be
Just as fortunate by locating a birth mother who
finds us to be the right tamily for her baby. My
husband and I are both artists and own our
own -lesign business. We work at home which
allows us tons of time to be together. Our son
Tucker very much wants to be a big brother
and asked if he could adopt the baby too To
speak to Tom or Deborah call:
1-888-610-2555

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Come and try-oui what Lacrosse is all abouti
Mon & Wed 10 12pm @ Perry Field House
More info call Julw 372-5294.

WANTED
l -2 F. roomalet for 90-99 scfool year lo share
turn. apl. dote to campoj Call 353 5347 for
details

Welcome Back!

3 female rmfs needed June 1, 1996- May 31.
1999 170/mm Call 352-7593 ask for Megan or
H i-.-ui
^___

Join The Newlove Family!

Roomate Wanted. 0*n room No deposit Uptown 150/ month plus utility and cable
354-6177

• Undergraduate housing
•Graduate & Professional Housing
•No parental guarantee needed!
•Professional Management Team!
•Full-Time Maintenance Service!
•Pets permitted in some rentals!
Stop by our office for a copy of our 19981999 Housing Cuide and we will go through
the brochure with you to find you the ideal
hon !

NEWLOVE

^^

Rentals
328 S. Main St.

—1
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HELP WANTED
tlOOO'a POSSIBLE TYPING Part Time At
Home To! Free (1)8O0 218 9000 Elt T 2076
for LisonQS.
__^^_^^^^^

* <*^V

375 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed! Coed lummir camp. In Pocono
Mountains, PA Lohlkan. 1400-488-4321,
www.lohihan com.
^^^^^^^^_

_

1 M

L°„ l ^ '
352-5620

Suoleaser Needed for 1 bedrm Apl. Close to
campus s Downtown $360 mlh util included
353-1026

'O"* °""~c
o»»o«tu«,ir

—

I

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemole
products at home Into 1504 646 1700 OEPT
OM-S255

Babysitter required in my home. For infant, hrs
denote. Suit child development ma|Or call
354 1324

Part time dishwashers needed immediately.
Also needed: Part time wait stall Call BG
Country Club 352-3100.

Bouncer s needed at Uptown
See Manager after 9pm.

Part-time positions available Parking lot attendant and banquet hall event setup Must be
responsible, mature, available lo work evenings and weekends. Apply in person ai Stranahan Theater, 4645 Heafierdowns Blvd . M-F
from 9 4 No phone calls

BUILDING GROUNDS 1 MAINTENANCE
CUSTODIAN
Full time position at Jordan Family Development Center on the BGSU campus for daily
cleaning and routine maintenance/repair of
building and equipment HS diploma or GEO
and prior experience required. $5 35 hr plus
excellent benefits. Send resume to WSOS
Community Action BGMC. 812 N College Dr..
Bowling Green. Onto 4340?
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Camp Wayne (sister half of brother/sister
camp. Northeastern Pennsylvania,
6/20-6V1B/98). Have the most memorable
summer of your hfe' Directors needed lor
Drama. Camping/Nature. Cheerleading and
Golf Counselors lor: Te.ims. Golf. Gymnastics, Team Sports. Low Ropes. Brtik. Caihg/a
phy. Sculpture. Drawing/Panting, Photography, Ceramics. Guitar. Silk-Screening, Swimming (WSI Preferred). Sailing. Waiersknng,
Dance. Aerobics and Piano. Other staff:
Driver/Video. Head Chel and Assistant
Housekeeping. Night Watchperson On Campus Interviews February 10th
Call
1-800-279 3019 lor information
Childcare needed for kindergardener & 18 mo.
old girls in our Rossford home. 2-4 days per
week r^sthaw relererras. rwn-smokingenvironmeni. Please call 419-666-2149
FREET-SHRIT
.$1000
Credit Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities 4 groups
Any campus organization can
rase up up $1000 by earning a
whopping *5.00/VISA application
Call 800 932 0528 e*t 65
Qualified callers receive
FREET-SHIRT.

2 bdrm apt
downtown
354 1612 ext 351

Duplexes/houses lor '98 99 school year
Elf, 1 ft 2 bdrm-1 to 3 tenants
12 month leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8pm)
F to share new 3 bdrm furn. condo $350/mo
» uol. 2mi. from campus 35? 0075
Female roommate needed - own room
1998 99 school year

353-0325

"WHO SAID PLAYGROUNDS ARE FOR
KLOS? GET READY TO PLAY. DANCE. AND
GET CRAZY AT THE BIG PLAYGROUND "

Female subleaser
354-8691

11111 Florida's New Hot spot South Beach
$129> Bars Open Until 5am i Great Beaches.
Activities. Warmer Weatheri Try Cocoa BeachHilton $1791 Daytona $149> spnngbreaktiavol com 1 800 678 6386

Houses, t ft 2 bdrm. furn. apts
school year Call 352 7454

Now Leasing for 98-99
1 BR. 2 BR. Duplex apts l2mo.
Call 419 354 -6036 (10-4)
Highland Management

11111 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise' 6
Days $279' includes Meals, Parties & Taxes)
Great Beaches & Nightlife' Leaves From South
Florida) sprmgbreaktravel.com
1800 €78^386

Roommate Needed: Own bedroom, furn. or
noL $275/mth. indud. utils. close to everything. Call Tim 353 5160

Duo 230 12/500/14.4 w/Tloppy dnve & adapter $640 ft tax PowerBook 170 8/200/14 4
$540 ft tax. 353 7285

SUBLEASERS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY"
Frazee Ave apis , 2 bdrm. dose to campus
Call Aaron. 353 0477

SEIZED CARS from $175 Porsches. Cadillacs, Chevys. BMWs. Corvettes Also Jeeps.
4WDs Your Area. Toll Free 1-800-218 9000
E xt A-2076 for current listings.

Very small 2 bdrm house. Pets OK. $500/mo
ft util Available now Call 354-2285
■WHO SAID PLAYGROUNDS ARE FOR
KOS' GET READY TO PLAY. DANCE AND
GET CRAZY AT THE BIG PLAYGROUND."

■Renting Apts. A Houses
211 E. Reed
321 E. Merry B-6bdrms
315 E Merry - Downstairs
Also, 2 bedroom apartments
School yr leases, all dose to campus

Management Inc.
l&2bdrm Close lo campus. 710
N.Enlcrprise(Hcinz*Site Apts.)
Rents start at 375/ mo ♦ utils, 2
bdrm includes washer & dryer.
Call for info 353-5800.

353-0325
Apartment for rent
One bedroom @ Univ. Courts
new bath, carpet, fridge
Avail. Immediately
call Scon @ 872-1806 Enough room for two

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.

SECONDARY EDUCATION MAJORS
(Communications, Computer Science, English, Math,
Science, Social Studies)

1&2 bdrm 1082 Fair-view
Ave.(Hillsdale Apts.) unique floor
designs, vaulted ceilings, washer/
dryer hook-up in the 2 bdrm. Rents
start at 350/ mo + utils. For more

REQUIRED SIGN-UP MEETING FOR:

info call 353-5800.

SECONDARY METHODS
FALL SEMESTER, 1998

Management Inc.

and

Studio Apts. 215 E. PoeRd
(Evergreen Apts.) Laundry on
site. One person starts at 230/mo
utils are included. For more info
call 353-5800.

/Cf|fcCA

are leasing for next year

3 Hil.H

F

Ml
Positions Available:
Aerobic Leaders. Equipment Room Supervisors, Floor Supervisors, Lifeguard,
Customer Service Representatives, and Weight Room Supervisors.
NOTE: If you are interested in Officiating please contact the Intramural/
Sport Club Office in the Perry Field House at 372-2464.
On Mon., Feb. 2 & Tues , Feb 3 applications will be available starting at 7 am in the Activity
Center of the SRC. Aerobic applications will be available Feb. 4 & 5 in the main office.
• Arrive early due to the limited number of applications •
For more information call Catherine "Cat" Cramp © 372 - 7481.

DANCE FOR HEART
February 14 • Aerobics Extravaganza

HI
Ml

Join us from 9 am - Noon for door
prizes, tree food and lots of aerobics.
Join us in this fundraiser for the
American Heart Association.

INTRAMURALS
Intramural Entries Due
• Basketball (Men) - Jan. 21
• Bowling (Women) - Jan. 27
• Team Handball (Men & Women) Jan. 28—Drop in orientation lo learn
the game on Jan. 22, 9 - 10pm in the
Perry Field Houee Turf Room.
JOIN THE FUN!

Call Cathy Swk* ® 372-2712
tor more Information

Entries due by 4:00 pm in 130
Perry Field House.

MCKATKMAL

Team Handball Clinic - Jan 29
8 pm. Pick up a take home test
in130 Perry Field House and return
by Wed., Jan 28 by Noon.

tram

1 bdrm 215 E. Poe RdfEvergrccn
Apts.) Very spacious, laundry on
site. Rent starts at 340/ mo 4 clcc.
For more info call 353-5800.

KNOW YOUR ON-CAMPUS MAILBOX NUMBER

Employment

FITNESS

Management Inc.

Attend One Meeting Time:
10:30, 11:30 a.m., 1:30, 2:30 p.m.

www.bgsu.edu/offices/student_affairs/recsports

for 9899

Need pt.ot. » :o 'ent ru,s» 353-70a?

THURSDAY, JANUARY 22,1998
OHIO SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION

641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
352-4380

Call

MARTEN APTS " 704 FIFTH ST.
2 Bdrm. furn renting for fall 98
and summer leases 352 3445

11111 Spring Break Panama Cityi Stay On The
Beach Near The Best Bars $1491 6 Free Par
ties A Free Cover Charges included' Hurry1
sprtngOroaktravel com 1-800-678-6386.

Now hiring market research interviewers
tSSO/hr. Evenings and weekends, flexible
around school hours. Apply at AZG Research
or call 352 8115.

Schmeltz Properties

CALL NOW!!!

ASAP.

Furnished 2 bdrm apt
AVAILABLE NOW'I
Call 352 7454

FOR SALE

STUDENT TEACHING
SPRING SEMESTER, 1999

•(Charlesiown Apis.-heat not included)

needed

FOR RENT

Mid Am Manor
Ctiarlestown Apartments &

residents

now.

2 bdrm. house, unfurn.. w/d hookup, parking,
no smoking or pets. $600 mo. plus util. Avail
Auq 98 249 Manville 354-9740.

The KEY Yearbook has immediate openings
for siory wnters and secton editors. Some positions paid and some are volunteer Siari
building your resume. Flexible hours. Cal
CmrJy or Vicky for more info 372-8635

MONEY FOR FUN
Progressive Whitewater Raffing Company dedicated to creating a diverse staff seeks exceptional, outgoing individuals for seasonal em
pioyment as rafi guides. Fluency in a foreign
language a major plus. No experience necessary. Contact:
NORTH AMERICAN RIVER RUNNERS
PO Box 81, HICO, WV 25854
1.800-950-2585 E-MAIL: raftnarr@aol.com
EOE

DON'T MISS THE DEADLINE!!!

-Within walking distance of campus
-Air conditioning
-2 bdrm, furnished or unfurnishe
-Gas heat*, water, sewer furnished for

available

Open Weekdays 4 P.M.

When it's gotta
be Pizza, it's
gotta be
Pisanello's,
and Subs too!
Recording to a
BGSU preference
survey, students
prefer Pizza to
Hamburgers.
Recording to
National
Restaurant
Rssociation
tests, Pizza is
the better
nutritional value.
Pisanello's
has served more
Pizza than any
pizzeria in Boujling
Green. Vou know
aie have to be
good!

YSH

*

Lunch Friday • Saturday • Sunday

/'jOuNYl ITEMN.
i ^ PIZZA
i
;

w

Your Choice:

Sm. $4.50

■

Lg. $7.00 I

M

• Med. $5.75 XLg. $8.75 !
12

Additional Items Extra

Slices'

,

A Huge Order

Of BG's Best
Breadsticks Only $2.25
FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA

• pPisopcllo's

352-5166 ;

% l"HZZCl 203 N Mom
*«,

Not Vald With Any Other Oiler-Expires 3-31-98

<f

Rsk for specials!

:

A Large 12" Sub
Choice of Italian,

Turkey, Pizza, Veg.
j $4.25 (RstHam,
Bf, Club, Ckn Parm +.25)
Big Enough For Two!

!paK*r 35^661
-#

Not Vahd With Any Other Otter • Exp*ei 3-31-96
^■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ee|*

f

CHOOSE
•
i
'
■
■

7" 1 Item Pizza
5 Huge Breadsticks
Small Sub
10 Wings
6 Mozzarella Cheese Slicks

PERK

b's

ANY

FOR

*

2

$4.75 :

FREE DELIVERY

352-5166

203 N Man
Not Valid With Any Other Otter • Expires 3/31/96
#«
'■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a**

